
ON THE ADJOINT OF A CLOSED TRANSFORMATION1

A. BROWN

The main purpose of this note is to give a new proof of a known

theorem. The basic "alternative" relations between an operator and

its adjoint, of which Theorem 2 represents one possible formulation,

are well known for bounded operators and offer no difficulty for

closed operators if the spaces are reflexive. More recently the general

case has been handled by several authors [l; 3; 4; 5].2 The central

idea of the present treatment is, by judicious normalization, to reduce

Theorem 2 to Theorem 1, a result of some interest in its own right.

The following notation is employed : E and F are Banach spaces

and T is a closed linear transformation from E to F with dense domain

2D; E* and F* are the dual spaces and 30* is the domain of the

adjoint transformation T*; the ranges and null spaces of T and T*

are (R, (R*, A, A* respectively.

It is well known (Closed Graph Theorem; see, e.g., [2, p. 41 and

Theorem 2.12.3]) that T is bounded if and only if 3D = £. However it

seems to have been overlooked that the following straightforward

dual assertion is also valid.

Theorem 1. T* is bounded if and only if 3D* = F*.

Proof. One way is well known; if T* is everywhere defined, T must

be bounded (Banach-Steinhaus Theorem, see, e.g., [2, Theorem

2.12.4]) and then so is T*. Suppose, on the other hand, that for some

M we have ||r*4>|[ ̂ Af||$|| for every 4>EE*. Let {$„} be a net in 3D*

satisfying (i) ||0,|| =1 for all v, and (ii) </>„—><£o in the weak* topology.

The net { T*d>,} must converge to some element, say/0, in the weak*

topology. But then the net {(T*d>v, (p,)} converges weak* to (fo, (po)

in E*©F* = (E©F)* and, since the graph of T* is weak* closed, we

must have fo=T*(po. In particular <£oG3D*, so that the intersection

of 3D* with the unit ball in F* is weak* closed. But then (see e.g.,

[2, Theorem 2.10.4]) 3D* is itself weak* closed and, since 3D* is

weak* dense in F* in any case, the theorem is proved.

The following result corresponds with Lemma 324 of [4] and with

Theorem 1.1 of [5] (see also [3]). It is also subsumed in the encyclo-

pedic Theorem 1.1 of [l].

Theorem 2. (1) If (R is closed then (R* = A0 (the annihilator of N in
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E*) so that (R* is even weak* closed; moreover, T* is an open map of

2D* onto N°.

(2) If <ft* is inorm) closed then (R=N*° ithe annihilator of N* in F)

so that (ft is also closed; moreover, T is an open map of S) onto N*°.

Proof.  Let Ei = E/N and write w for the natural projection,

ir: E—»Ei. Let also Fi=(R and write i: Fi—>F for the inclusion map.

Finally, let T\ denote the factorization of T mod N so that T = i o Ti

o ir. Then
T* = n*o 7? o i*.

Indeed, if T is bounded this is automatic; when T is merely closed,

the verification requires careful attention to the definition of 2D* but

is still a routine chore which we omit. Moreover, it is easy to check

that both i*\ 20* and ir\ 2D are open maps. It follows that there is no

loss of generality in assuming that T= Ti, i.e., that T is one-one and

has dense range. In this special case the theorem reads:

(1') If (R=F, then T* is an open map of 2D* onto E*.

(2') If (R* is inorm) closed, then T is an open map of 2D onto F.

To complete the proof, we have but to invoke the fundamental

relation
(r-1)* = (T*)-\

(Recall that the inverted graph of — T* is precisely the annihilator in

E* © F* = (E ® F) * of the graph of T.)

(V) If <Si = F, then T~x is everywhere defined and must be bounded.

But then (T~1)* is also everywhere defined and bounded, i.e., T* is

open and onto.

(2') If öl* is norm closed it is complete and (T*)~l must be

bounded. But then by the preceding theorem T~l is bounded also,

i.e., T is open and onto.

Corollary. If the range of an adjoint operator is closed in the norm

topology, it is automatically weak* closed.
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